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last first-hand ideas. The moment emotional excitement reached
a pitch at which it stayed till it became conventional, intellectual
questioning began. The men in or near the thirties in the party
began to query their own emotionalism, to ask what they them-
selves meant by National Socialism. Was it negative "national"
opposition to Marxism and barons and Jews or was it positive
"Socialist" construction? Amid the welter of second-hand ideas
they were—often subconsciously—beginning to select and combine
and making the new synthesis. For the first time party men began
to forget Hitler and think of National Socialism not as a move-
ment,, but as a policy; for the first time in their minds National
Socialism took on definiteness. The programme was no longer
visible on brave, strong faces; it was being worked out in a much
more dangerous place—hungry, eager minds. For what from the
point of view of the old leadership was dangerous was that those
minds could not but realize that that leadership had not made
one step towards that synthesis and was, in fact, composed of old-
fashioned politicians and their sbirri, angling and fighting for power.
The whole attention of the leadership and so of the rank and
file had been concentrated on this dizzy ascent to power; now
when the door to power had been slammed the failure of the
leadership to kick it open had produced a fatal sequence—anticipa-
tion, disappointment, inaction—and infused into the party that
spirit of defeatism from which, so far, even if its Leader had not
always been, it had been steadily free. The cry of Goebbels met
with little response from the rank and file; they remembered in
their new critical mood that not so long ago he had deserted Otto
Strasser when he sought to force the revolutionary pace; remem-
bered also that he and Goering, his present ally., had been the
bitterest opponents of the only man with real revolutionary fervour,
Gregor Strasser, The mere fact that these two were now almost
"putschist" in their appeal sharpened scepticism. The way of legal-
ity had checked the revolution and Goebbels and Goering were still
legalists. The thinking elements who were revolutionary by in-
stinct or made revolutionary by the steady play of revolutionary
phraseology on their emotions, had at last arrived at the con-
clusion that there can be no such thing as a legal revolution; that

